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	NAME: Robert Hayes
	JOB TITLE: Project Manager DECP
	AGENCY: IACP
	MONTH DATE, YEAR (INSERT MEETING DATE): November 3, 2023
	AGENCY NAME: IACP DECP
	DESCRIBE SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES, ACCOMPLISHMENTS, OBSERVATIONS, CONCERNS, ETC: The Call for Presentations for the 2024 Impaired Driving and Traffic Safety (IDTS) conference is planned to open during November 2023. We are looking for assistance in identifying and encouraging quality speakers to submit their proposals for consideration for inclusion in the 2024 IDTS conference.  The conference will be August 16-18 in Washington D.C.See more details below:
	PROVIDE ANY RELEVANT DATA OR STATISTICS: Currently we have 8,473 DREs in the United States.  
	DESCRIBE ANY UPCOMING OR IN-PROGRESS EFFORTS, EVENTS, ETC: Below are suggested topics we received from the 2023 IDTS post-conference survey. Please take a few moments and review these recommendations, and then encourage potential presenters to submit a proposal when the submission window is opened.Drug Information• Updated cannabis information, including Delta-8 and Delta-10 information, emerging drug trends, new or novel drugs, more on vapes, internet drugs and club drug trends, and updates on drug paraphernalia.• Technological advancements in roadside testing and oral fluid testing updates.DRE Evaluations• Practical applications of DUI cases and DRE evaluations, topics to build on core knowledge of a DRE, eye examination topics, differentiating medical conditions from drug impairment, and presentations that enhance a DRE’s ability relative to the signs and symptoms observed during DRE evaluations.Legal / Prosecution• Presentations specifically focusing on signs officers should articulate from the personal contact phase of the DWI investigation, how to enhance courtroom testimony with different types of cases (could include actual trial reviews), legal challenges and solutions for DRE admissibility (including Frye/Daubert issues), and prosecution when additional drugs are found in a toxicological report in which the DRE did not opine.Traffic Safety • DRE investigations as it relates to fatal crashes, child passenger safety when present in DUI arrests, traffic safety-related topics (including high-risk stops), CMV seatbelts & texting enforcement, presentations on officer health (physical and mental), scene safety (traffic control, use of lighting, etc.), and general traffic enforcement concepts and projects.General Topics• International perspectives on DWI and traffic safety, autonomous vehicles from the enforcement and prosecutor perspective, traffic enforcement’s relationship in reducing crime, interdiction teams using DREs and DUI as a tool, media/communications for community engagement, a Public Information Officers' role with the DRE program and traffic initiatives, traffic safety leadership and team building, and DREs & other impaired driving enforcement partners working together (toxicologists, prosecutors, etc.).


